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a b s t r a c t

This paper addresses the problem of estimating the normal mean matrix with an un-
known covariance matrix. Motivated by an empirical Bayes method, we suggest a unified
form of the Efron–Morris type estimators based on the Moore–Penrose inverse. This form
not only can be defined for any dimension and any sample size, but also can contain the
Efron–Morris type or Baranchik type estimators suggested so far in the literature. Also,
the unified form suggests a general class of shrinkage estimators. For shrinkage estimators
within the general class, a unified expression of unbiased estimators of the risk functions
is derived regardless of the dimension of covariance matrix and the size of the mean ma-
trix. An analytical dominance result is provided for a positive-part rule of the shrinkage
estimators.

© 2015 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Statistical inference with high dimension has received much attention in recent years, because statistical analysis of
high-dimensional data has been requested in many research areas such as genomics, remote sensing, telecommunication,
atmospheric science, financial engineering, and others. Such high-dimensional data are generally hard to handle, and
ordinary or traditional methods are frequently inapplicable. This has inspired statisticians to develop new research areas in
high dimension from both theoretical and practical aspects. Most interests have been in development of efficient algorithm
for statistical inference and in derivation of asymptotic properties with the dimension going to infinity. From a decision-
theoretic point of view, however, there does not exist much literature in high-dimensional problems except for Chélat and
Wells [2], who established the inadmissibility of themaximum likelihood estimator (MLE) for a large dimensional and small
sample normal model. In this paper, we extend their result to the framework of estimating a mean matrix and we establish
a unified theory for improvement on the MLE in both cases of high and low dimensions.

To explain the subjects addressed here, we begin by describing the canonical model and the estimation problem. Let X =

(X1, . . . ,Xm)
t and Y = (Y1, . . . , Yn)

t be, respectively, m × p and n × p random matrices, where Xi’s and Yi’s are mutually
and independently distributed as

Xi ∼ Np(θi,Σ), i = 1, . . . ,m,
Yj ∼ Np(0p,Σ), j = 1, . . . , n.

(1.1)
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Suppose that θi’s are unknown mean vectors and that Σ is an unknown positive definite matrix. It is noted that the model
(1.1) is a canonical form of a multivariate linear regression model although the details are omitted here. The problem we
consider in this paper is the estimation of the mean matrix Θ = (θ1, . . . , θm)

t relative to the invariant quadratic loss

L(δ,Θ|Σ) = tr(δ − Θ)Σ−1(δ − Θ)t , (1.2)

where δ is an estimator made from X and S .
The MLE of Θ is δML

= X , which is a minimax estimator with the constant risk mp. When n ≥ p, it is known that δML is
improved on by the Efron–Morris [3] type estimator

δEMK
=


X − c(XS−1X t)−1X if p ≥ m,
X − cX(X tX)−1S if m > p,

where S = Y tY =
n

i=1 YiY t
i , and c is a suitable constant. Konno [5,6] derived conditions on c for the improvement.

When p > n, however, this estimator is not available because the inverse S−1 does not exist. A possible alternative is the
Moore–Penrose inverse S+ which will be defined in the beginning of Section 2. In the case of m = 1, Chélat and Wells [2]
suggested the shrinkage estimator

δCW = X −
c

XS+X t
XSS+

and provided a condition on c for δCW to dominate δML.
An interesting issue is how to extend the Chételat–Wells estimator δCW to the framework of estimation of the mean

matrix Θ. Especially, the Efron–Morris type estimators seem to take various variants which depend on orderings amongm,
p and n. One of interesting results provided in this paper is that we can develop a unified form for the Efron–Morris type
estimators, given by

δEM = X − c(XS+X t)+XSS+.

As explained in Section 2, this estimator can be defined for all the positive integers of m, p and n as well as this expression
includes δEMK and δCW as special cases. Also this expression suggests us to consider a general class of shrinkage estimators in
Section 3. In this paper, we derive a unified expression of an unbiased estimator of the risk function for shrinkage estimators
within the general class.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce shrinkage estimators of Θ based on a motivation from
an empirical Bayes method, and we provide the unified form of the Efron–Morris type estimator. This expression not only
contains the Efron–Morris or Baranchik type estimators suggested so far in the literature, but also provide various forms
corresponding to ordering ofm, p andn. In Section 3,we consider a general class of shrinkage estimators. A unified expression
is developed in Section 4 for the risk functions of the general shrinkage estimators. It is noted that the unified expression
gives an unbiased estimator of the risk difference. As specific examples of shrinkage estimators, we treat the modified
Efron–Morris type estimators and the modified Stein type estimators, and we get conditions for their improvement from
the unified expression. Section 5 provides analytical and numerical dominance results that positive-part estimators improve
the corresponding shrinkage estimators. Some technical proofs are given in Section 6.

2. A Bayesian motivation

We begin by describing basic and useful properties of the Moore–Penrose inverse. For any matrix A, the Moore–Penrose
inverse of A is written by A+ if A+ satisfies (i) AA+A = A, (ii) A+AA+

= A+, (iii) (AA+)t = AA+, and (iv) (A+A)t = A+A.
The Moore–Penrose inverse A+ has the following properties: (1) A+ uniquely exists; (2) (A+)t = (At)+; (3) A+

= A−1 for a
nonsingular matrix A.

Let B and C be r × p matrices of full row rank. We then have (1) B+
= Bt(BBt)−1, (2) BB+

= Ir , (3) B+B is idempotent,
(4) (BtC)+ = C+(Bt)+ = C t(CC t)−1(BBt)−1B. Further, for an r × r nonsingular matrix A and an r × q matrix B of full row
rank, we can easily show that (BtAB)+ = B+A−1(Bt)+.

Based on the properties of the Moore–Penrose inverse, we give a unified form of empirical Bayes estimators. Using a
similar argument as in Tsukuma andKubokawa [14], we can show that in the case of knownΣ, the empirical Bayes estimator
of Θ is given by

δB =


X − c(XΣ−1X t)−1X for p ≥ m,
X − cX(X tX)−1Σ for m > p,

for a suitable constant c. Here it is observed that, form > p,

(XΣ−1X t)+ = (X t)+ΣX+
= X(X tX)−1Σ(X tX)−1X t ,

which yields that (XΣ−1X t)+X = X(X tX)−1Σ. Hence, both cases p ≥ m and m > p for the empirical Bayes estimator δB

can be unified by

δB = X − c(XΣ−1X t)+X .
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